Rana: a Passion
for Quality
by Luigi Consiglio

Pastificio Rana is the winner of the Eccellenze d’Impresa Award in 2018. A prestigious award promoted
by Gea-Consulenti di direzione, Harvard Business Review Italia and ArcaFondi SGR.
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“THIS SON OF MINE’S CRAZY!”, said Giovanni Rana’s mother
when the last of her children told her about his plan to start manufacturing homemade tortellini. The family’s bakery didn’t have
room for another baker, and this boy thought that, in a booming
economy, more and more members of the Italian families would
start working. They would have a growing need for practical products, which had to be almost1 as good as those they were used
to making at home. Soon after, Giovanni and his wife began the
first mass production of fresh filled pasta. This was in 1962. Since
then, the Rana pasta factory has maintained a steady growth rate
of 13.4% per year, constantly, until they reached a billion euro as
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Rana’s Growth from 1984 to 2020
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forecasted income in the medium-term plan of 2020 (figure 1).
Giovanni had sown a plant made of many ingredients, that would
one galoppante
reach far. He would teach the world how to eat an Italian specialty,
area geografica)
and over the years they added many others, up to the strategic synthesis that is found in the name of their US division: Rana Meal
Solutions. In 1985 Giovanni was joined by his son Gian Luca. A
Internazionalizzazione
fatturato
new propeller, with just -as%
much
imaginationper
and Area
energy, who began to feed the funnel of development with ideas, products, and
Geografica
technology. Since then, the company first expanded across Europe
20062), conquering country after country
2017 (figure 3), and then
(figure
devoted itself to its greatest dream: the conquest of America (figure 4). Five manufacturing plants in Europe plus Buitoni’s large
USA
Italia
Resto
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EuropaMoretta factory, which has just been added (bringing in a dowry
33%
Italialicenses for fresh pasta, fresh sauces, and fresh ready
the brand’s
Europa +
67%
Altri
meals for all markets in Europe, the Middle
East, and Africa); and
32%
two manufacturing plants in Chicago that will close 2018 with
a300 million dollar revenue after just six years from kick-off. And,
as they say in the Rana family: “This only the beginning, the best
is yet to come!”

Range and strategic development

The company’s strategy has always been consistent and has had
the objective of simplifying the preparation of food while increasing quality, taste, and ease of use. They foster research, product
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development, and the optimization of operations to make their offer ever wider, unbeatable, and unique. And so in the beginning it
was the modified atmosphere packaging that made the tortellini a
fresh product available for 45 days and therefore always available
in the fridge for any unexpected occasion. And in seamless succession came the stuffed gnocchi, the rough pasta that pulls in the
sauce, the fresh sauces, the ready meals, the product lines dedicated to catering, and finally a chain of casual dining restaurants.
All consistent with the initial objective of providing practical but
excellent meal solutions in terms of quality of raw materials and
final performance in the dish. “A Rana product must always amaze
and make you fall in love. If it doesn’t surprise, it’s not Rana,”
meaning it is not worthy of the brand and it does not make any
economic sense for the company to take up in its production lines
and attention.

Philosophy, Culture, Values

In addition to the dream of helping families eat well, over time the
company added strong objectives that have shaped a culture that
is deep-seated throughout the company. “Giving a job opportunity
to as many people as possible” is certainly the most powerful and
aggregating motivation of all. It justifies many choices that might
seem complex but become simple when you look at them in the
perspective of work, dignity, and employment. Profit comes later.
And, paradoxically, it actually gets multiplied by the commitment
of those who work at the company and by their sharing of this
value: “My efforts give me job security, and they give it to you as
well.”
Secondly, everyone is aware that only entrepreneurship pays off at
Rana. The organization follows the principle of multiple start-ups:
each project is a company that must find financial and human resources, produce its own business plan and adhere to it, implement it and tackle any problem that may ever slow it down. The
sharing of the EBITDA generated in the third year represents, in
substantial as well as symbolic terms, the gratitude for the results
reached by the team. Rana has never punished a failure, and this is
another powerful incentive to moving forward without fear.
The heart of the company is innovation. Rana innovates beyond
any financial consideration. They never think about breaking even
on a project. While enjoying the positive results of the previous
one, there are already three or four projects on the launching pad
that are pressing to leave: it looks like an airport runway. Even
physically, Gian Luca’s work is mainly focused on product development. And it includes product-concepts, recipes, research into
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Rampant Globalization
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Technology has always been one of Rana’s main success factors.
Crowding out the market and their competitors thanks to their teams of engineers and gastronomists who serve the needs of consumers is the “Blue Ocean” attitude set by Gian Luca, who takes
personal care of each stage of the complex projects. Technological
development does not answer to financial profit but to the need
to continuously innovate so as to have an amazing offer for every
purchase made by the consumers. According to the company culture, the only real competitor of Rana is Rana, always overcoming
itself in terms of quality and the ever-renewed ability to treat high
quality ingredients in a respectful and gentle way. In short, something which is heard over and over again is that the technology
of the past, the established and safe one, is a comfort zone and an
excuse not to question oneself (which is key in top companies).
The concept of “innovation above all” is well exemplified by the
case of their entry into the American market: having understood
that Americans needed to discover the category, Rana changed its
packaging from plastic to paper. It was a technological revolution
for wet and pasteurized products. The development of a laminated paper that could withstand production processes was an issue
that would require a lot of time in research and testing. Doing so
while entering a new market showed a stubbornness and ability to
deal with the unknown that make this company unique in the food
service landscape. The paper bag proved to be one of the most
successful factors in the conquest of the US market.

Innovation

Innovation is at the heart of the company. Gian Luca’s office is at
the center of the innovation department, amidst researchers and
the global marketing department (separate from the country-based
marketing divisions) who live in symbiosis. This physical location
is not by chance. In every sense, organizational and managerial,
innovation is the driving force in the company.
By innovation we mean “continuously subjecting each product to
a test of excellence”: from the raw materials to the way they are
processed, to continuously improving process technologies, to the
study of incremental use functions, to packaging and, for some
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The metaphor of the family extends to the fundamental values of
such a unit: love, ethics, and perseverance. Unlike many modern
companies, Rana is not looking for geniuses or super talents, but
normal people who are enthusiastic and work with passion. “Rana
is not looking for trained people to motivate, but for motivated
people to inspire.”
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Rana started production in the American market in 2011. Since then,
growth has been swift along the three channels: Retail (where it has
now reached 80% of weighted distribution), Club, and Food Service.
A second plant will start production in Chicago in January 2019.

years now, to sustainability as well. At Rana, every day begins by
thinking about product development programs and upcoming deadlines. Data analysis starts from daily feedback provided by the
catering division (Rana owns different restaurant formats that it
manages in full), which provides data on the performance of different recipes and on the quality satisfaction expressed daily by
hundreds of customers. Paying customers are more demanding
than those surveyed by market research agencies, and provide
ruthless responses that help the team in the process of continuous
improvement.

Human Resources

The company’s distinguishing feature is a personal relationship
with each employee. Each one of them has a personal relationship
with the owners, it is direct and without intermediaries. They are
motivated by sharing in the results of each project,and by the
advanced services they are entitled to. This makes working in Rana
feel like having a second family, one you are happy to live with as
an almost seamless extension of your own. Early employees introduce their children and in some cases their grandchildren to
the company. This confirms the original approach whereby Rana
offers opportunities for work and growth to more and more people
in the world. The goal of the human resources management is to
have employees who work with joy and passion. Interpersonal relationships are those of a family and not those of a large company.
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Communication is generally considered one of Rana’s success factors in the world. But communication is just one link, perhaps the
last one even though it is indispensable, in a consistent process
that starts from the product. Every product of the company must
be worthy of being Rana. It must convey excellence to the consumer. If this principle is not observed, the product will not be launched. In its product line Rana does not have, and will never have,
forgettable products or knockoffs.
The second link in the chain is packaging. Nowadays the product
has to speak to the consumer from the shelf. It has to show itself,
it has to stand out on its own in the midst of thousands of other
products. It is a difficult task which is one of the main commitments of all the company’s marketing offices around the world.
Packed in paper, cardboard, transparent plastics to show the new
products to consumers, packaging is an item on which Rana has
never spared any expenses.
The third link today is digital. Rana is present in every country of
the world with dedicated digital platforms, through which it reaches out to tens of thousands of consumers. The interactive digital
format is used to explain the products, to give ideas on their use,
and to engage consumers in a series of activities that make them
part of a community that shares the same attention to quality, taste, and health. In short, a philosophy that goes from excellence in
the industrial process to the joy of living.
The last link in the communication chain is TV commercials. Rana
has made history in the communications field, producing hundreds of reels. The use of Giovanni Rana as product spokesperson was the trigger for the company’s credibility. Those who put
themselves on the line guarantee what you’re eating. First hand.
Whether at the subliminal or explicit level, the mechanism works,
but for sure the personality and irresistible charm of signor Giovanni have played a very important role.
Giovanni is a person who can communicate in an instinctive and
natural way, and this is not a managerial technique but a gift.
Every country in the world has its own dedicated advertising, making a significant effort to be in tune with the culture and mood
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of the country. The creator of this great number of different treatments, but all traceable to the same style and the same deep
values, is Gian Luca’s wife, Antonella Rana, who leads international marketing with a third-millennium freshness unknown to many
multinational companies.

Quality

At the time of the switch from plastic to paper packaging, there
was a small temporary increase in product defects reported by
consumers in different parts of the world. Rana took this opportunity to establish, spread, and embed the philosophy of quality
assurance that had always distinguished the company. The first
principle is that any raw material entering the company must be
the same they would give their own children. The second is that
the company has the task of transforming every protesting consumer into an ambassador of Rana’s quality and excellence.
The head of public relations was put in charge of this process.
Every claim goes directly to the CEO’s phone. And while quality,
product development, and supply chain get activated to understand and reduce the causes of the problem to zero, the public
relations division, without budget constraints, has the objective of
transforming that consumer into an ambassador of Rana quality.
Some consumers were taken to Verona to verify the maniacal attention to quality placed in every single aspect of the production,
from the tests at the the suppliers’ premises to those at the moment of delivery, at every stage of the chain. This process not only
guarantees the consumer that Rana is a company that makes no
compromises on quality, but also drives the company’s culture towards a concept of quality that ultimately makes a real difference

in the market. Costco, one of the largest retailers in the world, testified to Rana’s excellence in quality, who achieved a record of
zero complains about supplies of millions of dollars.

The future

Many companies are concerned with issues such as generational
succession or governance for future generations. The founder’s
grandchildren, only 62 years after the birth of the company, have
been raised in such a system of values that now they can already
interpret their relatives’ drive in every little gesture of their existence. The culture of giving, of giving back right away, of investing
beyond all limits for the collective good, the culture of respect for
others, the impulse to build first and foremost before profit, are
all elements that are inherent to the DNA of Giovanni and Maria
Sole. Therefore, continuity is not only guaranteed by two young
people who are equipping themselves professionally to be better
than those who have preceded them, but by an implicit governance
in the corporate system made up of principles rather than rules.
With principles and values like these, it is not easy to foresee the
limits of the worldwide development of this company.
NOTE
1. The almost has always been a whimsical PR choice, as it’s actually
not easy to reach the quality and safety standards of Rana’s production within a home.

LUIGI CONSIGLIO is President at GEA Management Consultants.
DISCLAIMER: The author has been a strategic consultant for Rana since 1995.
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